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Introduction in English: 

TECHNIQUE AND AESTHETICS OF THE CELLO (Treatise, 1929) 

Hugo Becker expounded all his views in the book ‘Technique and Esthetics of 

Violoncello Playing’, which was written in collaboration with the physiologist 

Dr. Dago Rynar. Fascinated by the achievements of physiology at the 

beginning of the century, many music teachers began searching for the 

physiologically justified playing movements and the most natural performing 

devices. Thus, Becker's attention was directed to the scientifically objective 

reasons for a musician's movements as he is playing. The planned work was 

in collaboration with Dr. Dago Rynar (who played the cello and was familiar 

with Becker's school), and who was a follower of the thinking of Steinhausen 

– up to a point Becker and Rynar worked together on the grand treatise, but 

the principal author of the entire book was surely Hugo Becker, and this 

would especially be true of the second part dedicated to the aesthetics of the 

art of the violoncello. 
 

 

What makes it so valuable is the search to conceive of the technical and 

aesthetic problems as a united whole.  As a concert musician and professor, 

he based his book on the artistic and methodological analyses of the greatest 

cello works in music, from the classical 18th century composers (Bach, 

Haydn) to his contemporaries (Richard Strauss, Reger, Hindemith). It is this 

part of the book which is of topical interest today. He preferred the classical 

masters at an earlier stage, because he believed that until the classics were 

absorbed one could not solve the problems in contemporary music.  He 

gave performing analyses of the concertos by Haydn (D Major), Saint-Saens, 

Dvorak and the violoncello part in Don Quixote by Strauss. In the analysis of 

the Dvorak concerto, Becker referred to his own interpretation, which came 

with many written examples.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

He also analyzed the cello obligato part in the symphonic poem ‘Don 

Quixote’ by Richard Strauss. Becker had performed it under the direction of 

the very composer, and he paid special attention to the literary study of the 

main character of the symphonic poem as well as to the score as a whole. His 

own personal interpretation was apparently always geared to recreating the 

image of Don Quixote at all moment. Having received the manuscript of the 

analysis that Becker sent, Richard Strauss replied:  
 

"Dear friend! Your valuable work about Don Quixote gave me the greatest joy. 

If I unfortunately no longer have the chance of seeing the ideal interpreter of 

Don Quixote, who is a true master of the violoncello himself, standing in front 

of the orchestra, his analyzing and teaching work left for his pupils and 

colleagues is the best legacy that the author of this curious piece could wish 

for. I thank you a thousand times for it, and hope that your creation will soon 

be published and serve as a valuable aid for all cellists, if they are only able to 

comprehend it and bring it to life. But of course, all the beautiful analyses are 

unable to replace the wonderful original interpretation which I always 

remember with gratitude and delight.            

Yours sincerely,       

Richard Strauss."  

 

 

Becker also gave many examples from sonatas by Boccherini, Valentini and 

Locatelli, sonatas by Beethoven, Brahms and Strauss, concertos by Schumann 

and Saint Saens, pieces by Davydov and Popper, Reger's Second Suite for 

Violoncello Solo (which was dedicated to him), as well as from many other 

cello and chamber music compositions.  

It is a shame that there has not been an English version readily available, for 

it would still be as interesting and appropriate to cello study in the 

twenty-first century as it was when it was first published in 1929 – but alas, it 

is only to be found in German.  

 

 
 



 
 

Hugo  Becker 

 

SUMMING UP 

Becker's book was very highly acclaimed by such artists as Pablo Casals, 
Enrico Mainardi, Ernst Cahnbley, and also by many other outstanding 
cellists. Maybe it is true that the aesthetics of concert performing, and indeed 
the art of the cello itself, have been guided to even higher levels since the 
time of the treatise as this becomes an inevitability as the decades pass, but 
the book is still of enormous interest to contemporary cellists (both 
performers and teachers), for its advice on musical styles and the general 
methodical approach to the teaching and performing of music. I would like to 
maintain that Hugo Becker, not only one of the greatest cello teachers of the 
first half of the twentieth century but one of the greatest that the cello has 
ever known, was the crucial Germanic gateway to modern twentieth-century 
cello performance, and whose descendants (musically speaking of course) are 
now the pupils of the pupils of Becker – making them 'grandchildren' or even 
‘great-grandchildren’ - and are to be found all around the world! 
 

DAVID JOHNSTONE 



































































































































































































































































































 

 

Please do see other original works for many different instruments and 

groupings, and also special transcriptions for cellists, and cellists with 

other instruments on the Johnstone-Music web page 

Also both general musical and cello based articles, directories of famous 

historical cellists, and many other items of interest 

 

DOWNLOADS - Many downloads on Johnstone-Music are now 
available, for those that are interested, at a symbolic payment, which is to 
help cover the costs of this web site.  Some scores/parts are presented in 
musical edition programmes but generally they are found here in a most 
“clear” hand-written manuscript copy (the majority to almost a 
professional copyist standard) and transferred to a PDF file.  

As far as Johnstone-Music is concerned you are welcome to publicly 
perform or record any work or piece found in the web; however you DO 
need to make mention of the name of the composer and the arranger on 
any printed information (hand programmes, disc covers etc.). 

 

FREE PUBLICITY - If you care to inform us of any public 
performance (no matter how formal or informal the event is), recording 
or other uses of the original music or arrangements of David Johnstone 
or of other musical colleagues included in this web, we are happy to give 
your event free publicity on the Johnstone-Music web.  

To take advantage of this, try to write to us three weeks or more in 
advance with any information. Last-minute entries are certainly better 
than not writing at all - however, understandably, once we have past the 
calendar month of the event it is not usually possible to add old items to 
the calendar. It is very interesting for the promoters of Johnstone-Music 
to have knowledge of your activity - and so in return for your 
information you will be entitled to a free gift of a work/s for every diary 
addition you tell us about. T0 find out more about this, please visit the 
“Cello Club” section in the web! 
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